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Report on the anniversary event:
From 6th to 9th September 2018 the IDC Days took place in Slovakia, in
Kamenný Mlyn.
The hostess of this event was the president of the Slovakian
Dobermann Club, Dr. Gabriela Ridarciková. This big event was
organized and carried out under the guidance of Alicia and Wolfgang
Freyer, who offered the best conditions under proven, warm
hospitality.
The "World Winner Show" with congress for all Dobermann
enthusiasts, takes place once a year and is awarded by the
International Doberman Club (IDC) to a member country in the
application process.
06.09.2018
On Thursday evening, the IDC member countries met for a delegate
reception. More than 30 countries rejoiced in the jubilee year over the
reunion, which was celebrated with culinary delights and good
conversations.

07.09.2018
At 10:00 o'clock the international congress was opened. Here the most diverse,
national circumstances of the dog breed Dobermann are discussed, questions are
answered, problems discussed and common solutions worked out. Event dates are
planned and the current state of the Doberman in health, breeding, conformation
and performance is announced. On the occasion of the 40th anniversary of the IDC,
IDC President Mr. Wiblishauser reported on the beginnings of the International
Dobermann Club, which he helped launch. At the invitation of the homeland of the
breed -Germany- and with the support of France, the constituent meeting took place
in 1978 in Munich. Together with Germany, Japan and France, the International
Dobermann Club was founded. He was especially pleased with the presence of these
country representatives and thanked them for the support and loyalty for 40 years.
08.09.2018
The first day of the exhibition was officially opened. After a minute of silence for the
deceased Dobermann judge, Mario Mayerhofer from Austria, the presentation of
the Dobermann dogs from the baby - puppy and youth classes began. For breeders
always an important day to present and watch the young dogs, for the visitors are of
course the sweet babies the "eye-catcher".
A very well-attended party with excellent food rounded off this first day of the
exhibition. The splendid highlight was the presentation of the "Anniversary Cake".
These IDC days had the motto: "40 years International Doberman Club / IDC".
IDC President Hans Wiblishauser enjoyed, together with the Slovakian President Dr.
Gabriela Ridarciková the ceremonial cutting of the cake. Afterwards people
celebrated, laughed and danced.
09.09.2018
On Sunday we continued with the presentation of the dogs from the intermediate,
open, working, honor and champion classes. The four best dogs from each of these
classes went into the final competition, which took place in the afternoon in the
festively decorated ring of honor. In addition, there were the competitions of the
couples classes, the breeding and offspring groups, as well as the presentation of all
over 8 years old Doberman dogs - the veterans.
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With a professional high-class moderator (who is a breeding judge herself), the
audience was guided through the entire finals. Thank you Linda!
The separated photo area was very well received. Without delays in the process in
the ring of honor, the photographers had the opportunity to photograph the
beautiful winners.
All "IDC-winning dogs" received a jubilee sash, which resulted in a particularly nice
overall picture. Of course, the owners took home the biggest trophies.
Several hundred spectators formed an enthusiastic audience, which celebrated the
winners with great applause and cheers.
This anniversary event of the IDC 2018 was not only a top organized event, but a
celebration for all Dobermann friends.
This success is due to Alice and Wolfgang Freyer with a diligent and sympathetic
team.
The panel of judges, consisting of Gabriela Ridarcikova from Slovakia, Ana Tits from
Russia, Rudi Killmaier and Hans Wiblishauser from Germany had a difficult job, from
the many beautiful dogs to select the best and award them. Very well-trained and
hard-working ring staff recorded the results directly in the ring and ensured a speedy
progress in the judging rings.
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The fact that this event took place in the most glorious weather with ideal
temperatures rounded off the positive feeling. With a registration number of more
than 400 Doberman dogs, a high number of satisfied exhibitors and visitors, a
hospitable atmosphere and very good organization, Alica and Wolfgang Freyer and
their helpers have received our high recognition and a heartfelt "thank you" for this
unforgettable "Anniversary" event: IDC Days 2018.
A thank you to the exhibitors for the presentation of your dogs!
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Congratulations to all IDC winners 2018
Males/black/Junior

Sant Kreal Bellator

IDC Jugendsieger

Males /brown/Junior Legend Goes on Astor

IDC Jugendsieger

Female/black /Junior Pride of Russia Feeria

IDC Jugendsiegerin

Female/brown/Junior Angel of Shaytan Tamara

IDC Jugendsiegerin

Males / black /Ch

Indro del Diamante Nero

IDC Sieger

Males /brown/Ch

Pride of Russia Stalker

IDC Sieger

Female / black /Ch

Get to the Point Hennessy

IDC Siegerin

Female /brown/Ch

Ginger di Perlanera

IDC Siegerin

Our common passion is our noble, aristocratic and above all beloved Dobermann.
Let's look forward to the IDC Days 2019 in Italy!
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All information can be found in time on the website of the International Dobermann Club / IDC at: www.idc.com

